Daniel Blythe Author Visit: Thursday 25th January 2018
Doctor Who, children’s, Young Adult writer with over 20 years’ experience|
Member of the Society of Authors | Published in the UK, Europe,
South America and the USA| Experienced speaker in schools since 2007

I will be an invited visiting author in your child’s school on the above date.
I started out writing for the New Doctor Who Adventures, and I wrote the BBC Books story Autonomy
for the 10th Doctor. I write non-fiction, including Famous Robots and Cyborgs, as Dan Roberts. I also
wrote Shadow Runners/Shadow Breakers for publishers Chicken House (UK/Europe) and Scholastic
(USA). My Emerald Greene series of supernatural/fantasy stories for children is now available too.
My books are equally suitable for boys and girls, and age guidance is given below.
My core values are all about enthusing and inspiring young people to read and write for pleasure. To
find out more in advance of the day, please look at www.danielblythe.com, which is my official
website, or my Facebook page at www.facebook.com/danielblythewriter. I will be giving an
illustrated presentation and answering questions, and leading creative writing workshops in the
classroom. I will also be selling signed books at £5.00 each (cash only on the day please) which is a
big discount on the shop price.
BOOKS AVAILABLE
DOCTOR WHO: AUTONOMY The Doctor (David Tennant) must discover the truth about Level Zero of entertainment-city Hyperville
and defeat the Autons – with the help of two children, an apprentice businesswoman, a moody footballer and a vain pop star. But
the new substance Plastinol can imitate anything, so who can he trust? (Age 8-adult – readers from Y3 upwards. £5.00)
EMERALD GREENE AND THE WITCH STONES Jess and Richie’s mysterious new friend Emerald Greene is the only one who knows
what’s going on when the eccentric Professor Ulverston excavates a stone circle with terrifying consequences. Has the Professor
brought an ancient curse on the town of Meresbury? (Age 9-13 – readers from Y4 to Y9. £5.00)
EMERALD GREENE: INSTRUMENTS OF DARKNESS Why are terrifying horsemen patrolling the streets of Little Brockley? What is
the Whispering Tree? And what is antiques dealer Mr Bidmead’s dark secret? Jess and Richie uncover deadly deeds and haunted
dreams – but where is Emerald? (Age 11-15 – readers Y6 to Y10, £5.00)
SHADOW RUNNERS Miranda May’s moved to the Town at the End of the World, and in the misty harbours and hollows, something
evil is gathering. Can the bunch of misfits from school really be investigators of the supernatural? And what is Miranda’s secret?
(Age 11-16 – readers from Y6 to Y11. £5.00)

I have also written several books for Badger Learning aimed at "reluctant" teen readers ("hi-lo" non-fiction and
fiction, i.e. aimed at teens for interest but with reading levels at age 9-10). I do not bring copies of these with me, as
unfortunately the publisher cannot supply discounted author copies – they have to be ordered from their website.
Here is the link to my page on the Badger site:
http://www.badgerlearning.co.uk/about-us/our-authors/daniel-blythe.aspx
Best wishes

